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Man In The Music Creative
To get a sense of YouTube global head of music Lyor Cohen, the person, imagine the type of brash, gruff New Yorker that might inspire a character called “record man” or “music ...
YouTube Head of Music Lyor Cohen Talks Tech-Creative Divide, Signing DMX, Cardi B’s ‘WAP’ and Who Should Run Def Jam
By Tomiwa Andrew Since time memorial; ignorant is how the players in the NMI and Africa at large have been towards creating and sustaining business models. More creatives have fallen than gotten away ...
Music Business For Africa (MBA 2021): A revolutionary campaign designed for entrepreneurs and employees in the creative industry
In addition to being recognised as one of the all-time great film directors, Satyajit Ray was arguably one of the most versatile creative geniuses of Bengal, if not India, in modern times. Like ...
Satyajit Ray — the creative genius
Native Bakersfield son Frank Bidart, won a Pulizter Prize in 2018 for his volume of poetry, "Half-Light: Collected Poems 1965-2016." Bidart, country music legend Merle Haggard and award-winning author ...
Three geniuses: Was Bakersfield a common denominator in the success of this talented trinity?
Simon Broughton explains how a remarkable creative community emerged in the Jewish ghetto town of Terezín, despite appalling conditions and the grim shadow of Nazi oppression ...
Terezin ghetto: how the persecuted Jewish community created music within Theresienstadt
Rollie Pemberton on new album 'Parallel World,' his newsletter and upcoming book, and why now is the perfect time to address systemic injustice.
Cadence Weapon Finds Hope In Dystopia
Super producer Timbaland is uniting his Beatclub with Native Instruments for a new limited edition keyboard. I spoke with Timbaland about the collaboration and more.
Q&A: Timbaland On Uniting Beatclub With Native Instruments And The Importance Of Giving Back
Trying to understand cryptocurrency and non-fungible tokens (NFTs) can be annoying AF, but the amount of cash being made and spent in the crypto space can’t be ignored. Artists and musicians have been ...
NFTs Are Taking Off in the Music Industry. What's an NFT?
The music industry is male-dominated but that doesn't mean women aren't flourishing. Meet six Black female producers pushing creative boundaries. Painting a portrait of the music industry, women are ...
6 Female Producers on What Fans Can Do to Support Women in the Music Industry
LeBron posted, “Man I miss @kendricklamar ! In dying need of his gift/presence right now.” From the looks of it, the tweet may appear as just an innocent shoutout to the rapper, but some fans think ...
LeBron James’ Tweet About Kendrick Lamar Is Giving People Hope That New Music Is On The Way
All of life has felt musical and so piano felt natural,” she said of her interest in the instrument, which has kept her busy while home during COVID-19.
Kosas Founder Sheena Yaitanes Rediscovers ‘Pure’ Creative Expression Through Music
Despite having many 2020 plans derailed by the pandemic, the former bassist for My Chemical Romance (and brother of lead singer Gerard Way) revived his musical project, Electric Century, and turned it ...
Electric Century: My Chemical Romance's Mikey Way on Blending Music and Comics
He’s talking about using sound, the sound of religious chanting, or the sound of meditation to still your mind and thoughts and bring you closer to a spiritual objective,” Boddupalli tells me about ...
The Turbulence Behind The Stillness Of Mercet's Debut Album 'VIMS'
Because COVID-19 concerns can cause last-minute changes, please make sure to double check with the band or venue before heading out. Stay safe.
Local music: Columnist Paddy Fineran reports on upcoming live shows
Free beer, pot and doughnuts. Savings bonds. A chance to win an all-terrain vehicle. Places around the U.S. are offering incentives to try to energize the nation’s slowing vaccination drive ...
Free rides, beer and savings bonds: Vaccinators get creative
An early advocate of immersive audio, and a pioneer with Dolby Atmos Music, PMC has been a prime mover behind the format.
Dolby Atmos Music is enjoying a huge creative uptake, says PMC
Who would have believed in this world that an Ahoada man will win Grammy ... appreciation to the creative impulse and impetus of our youths, especially those in the music industry.
Wike gives the creative industry a boost
Monky The Man'Actor® plays the dual role of +/- 44 years old Shareholder Activist 5. Unique Technology: deep learning actor and music band, growing up to be interactive and collaborative with ...
Birth Announcement of Dual 'n' Duel™: The Disruptive Creative Actor & Music Band
His approach is well stated in an introduction to his two-volume, self-published book “ ‘Turn Me Loose, White Man,’ or: Appropriating Culture: How to Listen to American Music, 1900-1960 ...
‘Turn Me Loose, White Man’ Review: How to Listen to American Music
NORTH PERRY, Ohio (WOIO) - The 33-year-old Michigan man accused of driving onto the Perry Nuclear Power Plant property and telling security he had a bomb faced a well-known Lake County judge.
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